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3. boot into your windows 10 installation (the pc that you will use to backup your pc), and open the command prompt window. type bootrec.exe /fixmbr and bootrec.exe /fixboot and press enter. it is important to remember that when you type bootrec.exe in the command line, the windows xp or windows 7 prompt will come up. its 18.9gb in size. the tiny10 iso is a standalone
installer that can be used on any windows 10 pc. you can use it as a deployment method to add tiny10 to your windows 10 pc or laptop. also, tiny10 is a light-weight windows 10 os that can be used in several scenarios. q. does tiny10 have a desktop environment if you are using a 64-bit machine, then there is no desktop environment on tiny10. if you are using a 32-bit

machine, there is a desktop environment. however, its a minimalist desktop environment similar to windows 10s experience. q. are there any apps in tiny10 there are apps in tiny10, but they are all stripped down versions of the apps in windows 10. there is no image viewer, no music player, no internet explorer, no media player. all the apps that you need are included in
tiny10. q. does tiny10 have internet connectivity windows deployment services (wds) is an excellent way to deploy windows server 2008/windows 7/windows server 2012/windows 8. it includes a number of tools that are needed to create and deploy windows operating systems. importantstarting in july 2020, all windows updates will disable the remotefx vgpu feature because

of a security vulnerability. for more information about the vulnerability, see cve-2020-1036 and kb4570006. after you install this update, attempts to start virtual machines (vm) that have remotefx vgpu enabled will fail, and messages such as the following will appear:
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